
Vitrifying anti-stain protection systems
B SEAL

Protection systems

INDUSTRIAL LINE

Does not alter the appearance of the floor

Becomes an integral part of the surface substrate

Does not leave a film or add thickness

The floor becomes water repellent

Permanent and definitive

After application, the floor is easy to clean

It is antibacterial

It is suitable for porcelain stoneware, ceramics, stoneware, marble etc.

It can be used to solve the problem of floors damaged by acid or with high dirt
absorption

Innovative and unique of its kind
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NOT USE ON

USE ON

PORCELAIN
CERAMIC
GRES
MARble
ALUMINUM
METAL

PROFESSIONAL USE
BSYSTEMS SERVICES

B Seal is a sealant to protect hard surfaces such as ceramics,
porcelain stoneware or stoneware from stains, grease and similar. It
also facilitates everyday cleaning.

It dries at room temperature and is highly resistant to atmospheric
agents, UV rays, abrasion, oxidation and corrosion.
The treated surfaces are easy to wash.

For optimum results, use a fleece to apply B Seal line A and B Seal
line B in succession. Leave the solvent/alcohol based B Seal line A
to evaporate until all excess solution has been eliminated.
As it is solvent based, B Seal line B must be worked with a single
brush floor cleaner with a microfibre or white disk (3M type).



First clean the floor thoroughly with BSystems products, then apply “product A” followed by “product B”.
Following close evaluation, our specialist appliers will determine the optimum sequence according to the degree of protection
to be obtained.
More information will be supplied during preliminary testing or application.

CONDITIONS OF USE

The above information is based on the product data in our possession at the moment of publication and is provided in good faith.
No guarantee is provided as regards the quality or specifications of the product. The user is personally responsible for verifying that the product is
suitable for the purpose.

if necessary, wear personal protection devices

5 liter container

not soluble in water

APPEARANCE

BOILING POINT

PH

WATER SOLUBILITY

WARNINGS

PACK

clear transparent liquid

B SEAL A : 82 °C - B SEAL B : 98/110 °C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

-

-RESISTENZA CHIMICA
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